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WRITE-UP ON THE THEME 

  

The World Engineering Day for Sustainable Development was proclaimed by UNESCO at 

its 40th General Conference in 2019. It is celebrated worldwide on 4th March of each year 

since 2020 as a UNESCO international day of celebration of Engineers and Engineering.  

The day offers an opportunity to highlight Engineers and their Engineering achievements to 

the world and improve public understanding of how engineering and technology are central 

to modern life and for sustainable development. 

 World Engineering Day (WED) recognises the important work that engineers need to do, 

in addressing climate change and developing technologies for a carbon free economy. It is 

engineering innovations that will help us achieve this goal. Work done by the Engineers will 

help in ensuring that cities are cleaner, more sustainable, smarter and liveable. And 

importantly, engineers will ensure that everyone has clean accessible water, sanitation 

systems, affordable healthcare and access to cheap & reliable energy. 

Humanity’s greatest societal, technological and political challenges are exposed at the 

intersection of science and policy, and the COVID-19 pandemic has made them even more 

visible. The COVID-19 outbreak has affected all segments of the population and proved to 

be particularly detrimental to the most vulnerable section of our populations, including 

people living in misery, older persons, persons with disabilities, as well as the immuno-

compromised. Statistics indicate that the health and economic impacts of the virus are 

being borne disproportionately by poor people. If not properly addressed through policy, 

the social crisis created by the COVID-19 pandemic may also increase inequality, 

exclusion, discrimination and global unemployment in the medium and long term. 

Sustainable engineering solutions are needed to address these challenging issues and a 

plan of action needs to be articulated aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals. In 

order to truly ‘build back wiser’, to adapt and transition, engineers also need to 

demonstrate value. Value is essential for investors in terms of economic and financial 

returns, tangible environmental and social impact and sound climate risk management. 

They need to think holistically and go beyond the traditional drivers of engineering 

outcomes i.e. quality, cost, time, and include Environmental, Social and Governance 

(ESG). 

The Institution of Engineers (India) will explore this year’s theme in greater depth with 

technical activities either in online or physical mode involving a panel of engineering 

experts. 

 


